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JOHN BOSWELL WHITEHEAD
Two of the recent J. B. Whitehead Memorial
Lecturers, J. G. Trump and Bernhard Gross, have
discussed Whitehead the man, and Gross has
touched on Whitehead's work on the anomalous
properties of dielectrics, emphasizing and
reiterating Whitehead's feeling about the great
divergence between the points of view of experimentalists and theorists in the field.

In the National Academy of Sciences Biographical Sketch of Professor Whitehead [1], it tells
of his habit of never throwing anything away.
He justified this position with the statement,
"Keep a thing nine years, and you will find a use
for it." As a one-time experimenter in the field
of dielectrics and a long-time theorist, I plan
today to tell you something about part of the
theoretical work of myself and my associates,
J. A. Garber, D. R. Franceschetti, and A. P.
Lehnen, over the last nine years, without I hope
thereby widening the gap between theory and experiment! The principal subject, ac and dc
response of solids and liquids, was one close
to the heart of John Whitehead, and three of the
nine chapters of his 1927 book [2], Lectures on
Dielectric Theory and Insulation, deal with
dielectric behavior under alternating stress.
In fact, his next to last paper [3], was
entitled, "The Measurement of Dielectric Loss
at High Frequencies and under Changing
Temperatures." We are still working today
in areas pioneered by Whitehead, and much of
his work still repays study for background
results and concepts.
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GENERAL BACKGROUND
Starting near the beginning, I remind you that
Robert Symmer invented the two-fluid theory of electricity in 1759 by reasoning about the sparks thrown
off by his socks! Since then, the field has grown
quite a bit, and I must therefore restrict consideration to only a small part of it, the part I know most
about. First, let me mention those areas I won't
discuss any further.

be my stopping point. At most, universal response
theory is probably an alternative, holistic description of the response of some materials which contain
free charge to the approach I will discuss, that
where the detailed transport, continuity, and Poisson
equations are solved with appropriate boundary conditions.

First, I shall discuss fitting and analysis of
frequency-response data, including relatively simple
electrical equivalent circuits and their possible
There is a whole area of great interest encompassing
elements. Next, I shall present a few examples of
single or double injection.of charge at elec
.
theoretical small-signal response curve shapes plotted
erial It isiS
into an originall
original ly nearly insulating mat
material.
intecmlxpa.Moesps,ltedntw
well summarized in the book by Lampert and Mark [4]
in
the omexsplane. dMredshpes potted inat
Another important area, which is to be the main topic
fits of various kinds of data, will follow in
squares
of Session IV later on in this 1980 CEIDP meeting,
of vaio ind of data,dwill folw
fts
srde
which was discussed at the 1978 conference byoretoswthuilyofhsmtod
Tenoe
results
Dr.Gross[5],andwhich
will be presented for transient and frequency
Dr. Gross [5by
and which has een
re
of reviewed
s in da
etand
for applied potentials sufficiently large to
response
elsewhere by him [6], is that of charge storage and
mak th sytmbhv
olnery
ial,nn
polarization effects in condensed matter induced by
maetestmbhvenliary
the finite size
radiatin.
linear response will be discussed whenFnly,oof ions is explicitly taken into account using a
The general area which I will discuss is that of the
lattice gas model for the charged species present in
both the bulk and the interphase region.
electrical response of a solid or liquid which contains positive and negative charge, with mobile
charges of at least one sign. In the solid, immobile
charge may be present in addition to mobile charge of
FITTING AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
one or both signs. In all cases, it is assumed that
the material is electrically neutral in the bulk, far
Here I shall discuss small-signal frequency response
away from any electrodes, when the system is in
measurements, leading to impedance Z or admittance Y
thermal equilibrium with no potential difference V
vs frequency, taken at constant temperature. There
applied across the electrodes.
a
are two other complex quantities also worth considering: the Modulus function [13] M = iwZ and the complex
One interesting approach to the steady-state ac and
capacitance function [14,15] K = (Y/iw). The latter
transient response -e materials is that developed in
function, when properly normalized, also yields the
recent years by Jonscher [7] and termed by him, "The
conventional complex dielectric permittivity function.
Universal Dielectric Response." Such response, freIt is frequently useful to plot some or all of these
quently found experimentally, is that where the real
quantities, or their complex conjugates, in the comand imaginary components of the complex dielectric
plex (argand) plane, as parametric functions of frepermittivity are proportional to n-1,where 0<n<1.
quency. In my opinion, one can usually conclude more
Associated with this frequency response for a linear
from such plots about the physical processes leading
system is a current transient response, on application
to the response and/or the most appropriate equivalent
of a constant p.d., of the form t-n. Response of
circuit with which to fit the response than from just
this character was discussed by the author and
plotting such quantities as loss tangent or parallel
Brachman [8] in 1956, and it was pointed out there
or series capacitance vs frequency. Many examples of
that it was formally physically unrealizable (see
complex plane plots will be given later. Another
also Ref. 9). Nevertheless, this type of response
possibility, which I am currently developing, and
may hold quite well over limited frequency and time
whose use I most strongly urge, is three-dimensional
ranges, and it was suggested [8] that it might also
perspective plotting with axes such as log(f), Re(Z),
be related to the l/f noise found in many electrical
and -Im(Z). Results for this new kind of plotting,
devices. One way to cure the defect inherent in the
which can show a great deal of information at a glance,
t-n form is to start instead with the Voglis [10]
will also be presented later.
expression [1 + (t/To)]-n and derive the associated
frequency response of the system. This approach was
Consider the two-dimensional complex plane plot.
followed [11] in 1961, was applied to internal fricOne would like it to show as much structure as possible,
tion and creep rather than electrical response, and
and some of the four functions above show more than
led to interesting agreement with a substantial body
others for the same data. For example, if the data
of data, a considerable part of the agreement being
involve two time constants whose difference arises
in the region where 1 could not be neglected compared
primarily from differences in resistances rather than
to (t/To),
capacitances, a plot of M shows structure emphasizing
the separation of the time constants. On the other
The Jonscher universal dielectric response (UDR)
hand, if the difference arises primarily from a
has been proposed to apply to systems with permanent
difference in capacitances, the complex plane plot of
dipoles, and to hopping charge carriers of electronic,
Z* is most appropriate. Here the star indicates compolaronic, and ionic nature . It is said to be val id
plex conj ugat ion.
in singl e crystal s, in polycrystall1ine, and in amorphous structures, universal indeed ! It is bel ieved
to arise from a variety of ubiquitous correlated
states [12]. If this response were indeed as universal and ubiquitous as claimed, this should properly
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hasab

penetriation
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Although many authors use complex dielectric permittivity plots (Cole-Cole plots [16]), they are only
most appropriate, in my opinion, for true dielectric
response, such as that of polar materials without
mobile charge. The dielectric permittivity is properly
an intensive material parameter, whereas an effective
complex dielectric permittivity derived from K will
not be intensive over the entire frequency range if
some of the response involves truly mobile charge with
or without diffusion effects. In such cases, which
are the only ones considered here, it seems much more
preferable to deal only with some or all of the four
complex quantities mentioned above and investigate the
intensive-extensive character of complex plane plots
by repeating measurements with different electrode
separations t. It seems somewhat inappropriate, for
example, for the Jonscher UDR approach to be applied
to materials with mobile charges under a name which
involves "dielectric. "

liquids
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later, even when the originally unknown values of
numerous parameters are to be estimated. Further, it
is a completely objective method and yields estimates
of both the overall goodness of fit and, quite
important, estimates of the uncertainties of the
estimated parameters as well.
When equivalent circuits can be employed a minimum
necessary total number of elements should be used and
the maximum number of these should be frequency independent (lumped ideal resistances, capacitances,
inductances) . But different equivalent circuits are
not always mathematically unique. Fig. 2 shows three
three-time-constant
circuits, all of which can
have exactly the same impedance at all frequencies if
the values of the elements are selected properly.
Such eouality can hold for any value of Nl7. In the
third circuit, R is the bulk resistance and Cg the
geometrical capacitance, and the "R" and "A" subscripts stand for the interface processes of electrode
reaction and adsorption.
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Fig. 1: Block diagram for characterization of a
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Data and plotting are usually not enough when the
obj ect is characterization [17], see Fig . 1. One is
then interested in estimates of the parameters which
define both the bulk and interface properties of the
material. When the theoretical idealized model is
sufficiently simple that it can be represented by an
equivalent circuit, one will usually want to estimate
the parameters which appear in the equivalent circuit
first, then use combinations of the results to estimate basic property parameters such as diffusion coefficients, electrode reaction rates, etc. Alternately,
some models, including the full small-signal response
one [17-19], lead to such complicated complex functions
that only in special cases can they be represented by
relatively simple equivalent circuits or by useful
equivalent circuits at all. In either case, however,
parameter estimates may be found by fitting the data
to the impedance predicted by the model or the equivalent circuit . I bel ieve by far the best way to do
this in both the present mobile charge situation and
also in pure dielectric response situations, is to
use nonlinear complex least squares fitting [20] . The
very high resolution of this method will be demonstrated
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How can one choose which circuit (N to be determined)
to use under such conditions? First, the Voigt circuit is probably most appropriate for polycrystalline
materials. The Maxwell circuit has been widely used
for multiple-time-constant dielectric situations.
Finally, the ladder, or continued fraction, circuit
is found as a limiting case of the full small-signal
model, applicable to liquids or single crystals. It
is likely that in any given physical situation the
actual connectivity of the system is best represented
by a unique circuit. One way to discover which circuit is, in fact, most appropriate is to repeat
measurements for different Z1's and/or at different
temperatures. For a less appropriate circuit, most if
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not all of the parameter values will then vary appreciably, while for the most appropriate one some of the
parameters amy not vary at all, and most if not all of
the variation will occur in a minimum set of remaining
parameters. Thus, a single fitting of a set of data
to a given equivalent circuit will not generally yield
estimates of the most appropriate parameters unless
the equivalent circuit has already been proven to be
the best of those with the same impedance-frequency
relation for the situation under study.

The second limiting case, an open-circuited transmission line, is found when klef = 0 and the diffusing
species is blocked at the end of the line. Then (1)
reduces to

Let us now recall that a distributed transmission
line of length Ze has an input impedance of

similar in form to Eq. (2). But here we are dealing
with a completely blocked situation and YD reduces to
simple capacitive behavior as w O .

Z(l ) _

Z 0sinh(X) + ZTER cosh(X)
Z°0 Z cosh(X) + Z sinh(X)

(1)

'

where ZO = (Zser/Ysh)0where
and
serlysho X = YlZle, Y -= (ZserYsh)05,
srh
an
3TER is a terminat ing impedance . Here Zse is
iS the
ZEisatriaieser
distributed series distributed
impedance of the 1line per unitper
length, Ysh isthe
shunt admittance
length, Ysh is
unit length, and Z<, is the characteristic impedance
of the line.
,

z

= z
D
D(OC
leading to

KD

=

C)(RR kll

(iwZD)

=

(k

The finite Warburg

21]

(4)

3fZe/RRklbk3b) (tanh(X)/X),

(5)

3b

3

appears

in diffusion situations

where the diffusing species is either neutral (diffusion of a reaction product in an electrode of effective
length Ze) or =is Z)charged
in a supporting electrosituation
lyte stain(e
the
(Ze = ) . For unsupported
lyt
nupre cases,
ae,th
tfull
linear model can still o yield finite Warburg
response under limiting conditions [17]. A complex
of the form of (5) has been derived recpc

thedistributedshuntadmittancepe'capacitance

A reent reatent

k' /k 3Jcoth(X/i,

cently by Glarum and

Marshall

[24] for a linear

in which mobile charges of one sign are blocked model
at
one electrode but not blocked at the other and charges

inelecro-of opposite sign exhibit opposite blocking/unblocked
ofb or.

f difusin

chemical systems leads to an expression of the form of
Eq. (1) with Zser = RRk3blD, Ysh
iwCsh = iw/k3bRR,

and ZTER - RTER = RRk3b/klef. Here RR is a reaction
resistance, D the diffusion coefficient of the diffusing entity, and the k's are rate constants. The total
diffusion impedance is found to be ZD = (klb/k3f)Z(Ze),
involving further rate constants. Thus, diffusion can
lead
to the complex
frequency dependence described by
lE
eribe we
with cOmplex
Z0 = RRk3b//TL_Th anddependy = V'iwlD. Here
Eq. (1)to) wthe
are primarily interested in two limiting cases. First
is that where kief =
and thus the exchange rate of
.
the diffusing entity at the end of the finite transmission line is essentially infinite (since RTER then
equals 0, this is a shorted line). One readily finds
that
ad

frequency

e

c

es

d

d

by

-

ZD

=ZD(SC)

-

ZDOtanh(X)/X,

finite Warburg response [17,22].
When le +
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Here
,

The foregoing results show a few of the possible
frequency-dependent elements and responses which may
occur and may need to be included in an equivalent

circuit.

One fairly general one is shown in Fig.
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=
O i

(3)

which is the ordinary infinite-length Warburg response
[23]. Note that such response is also equivalent to
constant phase response with n = o.S. Such response,
a straight line in the complex Z* plane at a 450 angle,
is frequently found. If it is, in fact, associated
with diffusion, one would expect Eq. (2) to apply at
sufficiently low frequencies since no materials are
of infinite length. Often frequency response is not
extended to low enough frequencies, however, to show
the distinction between (2) and (3). At sufficiently
low frequencies, (2) shows that the complex Z* plane
line must curve over to the real axis, yielding a
w + 0 resistance of ZDO.
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Fvig. 3: A general ladder networkc with three
distributed elements, ZDi
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The selection of appropriate boundary conditions is

LINEARIZED THEORY RESULTS
The solution of the usual continuity, current transport, and Poisson equations with appropriate boundary
conditions can be carried out exactly in the flat-band
limit when only a vanishingly small ac signal is
applied [17,25]. Solutions may be applied to semiconductors, ionic crystals, and solid and liquid electrolytes. Here I shall concentrate primarily on
materials with mobile ions and/or charged imperfections.
Although the theory includes arbitrary charge valences,
only the usual univalent situation will be discussed
here. The following physical processes are usually
included in the theory, and some or all of them may be
important in specific cases:
Charge transport: conduction and diffusion
Generation/Recombination: of charged species
Neutral species transport: diffusion in material and/or

electrodes
Adsorption/Desorption: at electrodes
Charge transfer (redox reactions): at electrodes.

The first two of these processes are homogeneous and
,occur in the bulk (but diffusion is intensive at high
frequencies and extensive at low); the last two are
heterogeneous (intensive) interface processes, and the
middle one is a homogeneous process occurring in
either the bulk or in the electrode (or possibly both).
A diagram showing the interaction of some of the processes present in an electrode/material situation is
presented in Figure 4. Here the compact or Stern
layer is by definition either charge free or contains
specifically adsorbed charges only.
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Fig. 4: Block diagrcon showing some buZk-interphase
relations

|

usually of critical importance in developing a useful
theoretical model to compare with specific experimental results. The Chang-Jaffe conditions [15,17,18,
25] have often been used when electrodes are not completely blocking to charge transfer. These conditions
state that at an electrode surface the perpendicular
convection current carried by a given charged species
is proportional to the difference between the concentration of the species at the boundary and its concentration in the bulk in equilibrium. More realistic
conditions for ionic materials are the Butler-Volmer
relations [18,26] which take some account of the effect
of the finite size of ions at the boundary.

Many and varied are the forms of small-signal model
frequency response results when plotted in the ZV or Y
complex planes. When the time constants of the various
processes are relatively close together the resulting
shapes can be quite complicated. Many shapes are illustrated in Refs. 15, 27, 28, and in the two reviews,
Refs. 29 and 30. Here I reproduce in Figs. 5-7 some
Z* and Y shapes for various conditions, together with
their associated equivalent circuits [28]. Arrows
show the direction of increasing frequency. The YW of
Fig. 6a is the present ZT'sc). Although the N ' 2 RC
circuits of Figs. 5 and 6 may be replaced by their
Maxwell or ladder equivalents, such replacement is
generally invalid when a circuit section involves ZD
rather than a R and C. The error of taking as equivalent, different circuits containing ZD becomes larger
the closer the RC time constant approaches the effective time constant of the ZD circuit. In the limit
where complex Z*-plane-shapes arising from these processes don't overlap, the error approaches zero. As
an example of a medium-overlap situation, consider the
circuit of Fig. 6a with R, = 103Q, Cg = 6x10-8F,
ZDO = 4x103Q, and H = 0.06. Here I have set the le2/D
which appears in the X variable Of ZD(sc) equal to H2.
Synthetic data were generated for this circuit and a
to the Fig. 3
complex least squares fit= of these data
ladder circuit with ZD1
ZD(sc) CR = RR = ZD2 = RA=CA=
ZD3 = 0 was attempted. No adequate fit could be found
with the most appropriate weighting, but unity
weighting of the data yielded the estimates R,,

(3701±18), and
108C A (2.645±0.045),
|(1229±17),
Although mostZDOof these estimates
H
(0.0584±0.0
O3).
are fairly close to the original values, this fit is
very poor compared to that obtained with the original
circuit, which led to essentially exact estimates of
the original parameters. The present fit yields relative deviations between data and circuit predictions
that approach 100% for frequencies greater than about

4xl03

Hz.

Fig. 7 shows bulk (B), reaction (R), and adsorption/
reaction (A/R) semicircular shapes for different electrode rate constant parameters. In the A/R case, it
has proven very useful to employ complex rate constants [18,31]. Note that those curves with arrows
pointing to the right in Fig. 7 involve negative A/R
differential resistances (RA < 0), and those curves
with Im(ZT) < 0 involve negative differential capacitances (CA < 0) as well.
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compZex

Let us denote diffusion response such as that arising
from ZD(SC) of Eq. (2) by DS and the ZD(OC) of Eq. (4)
by Do. When le -+ , they both reduce to the ZD. of
Eq. (3), which we will denote by D . In addition,
denote a capacitive element by C, and the constant
phase element by CPE. How may these be combined to
yield various shapes in the complex plane? Consider
the circuit of Fig. 3 with Z31 = ZD2 = 0, for example.
It can give the shapes of Fig. 7b if RA is negative
and ZD3 = ZD(SC). Thus this Z" plane
may be
represented symbolically by B-R-A/R-Ds,response
moving from
high frequencies to low. The shortest effective time
constant sections come first and the longest last, but
clumping of time constants can lead to much more complicated results.
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We always find that B comes first in any such sequence.
Often measurements are not extended to sufficiently
high frequencies to allow its C, the geometric capacitance Cg, to be obtained. Then after B follows the R,
AIR, or DS which has the smallest effective time constant. If R and AIR are both non-zero, they occur in
the R, AIR sequence since they involve sequential processes. Thus, such responses as B-DS-A/R, B-R-DS-A/R,
and B-R-A/R-C are possible. In Fig. 3, the first of
these would require ZD2 = ZD3 -0 and ZD1 = DS, while
the second would involve ZD1 = ZD3 = 0 with ZD2 = DS.
As illustrated above, C must come last, as in Fig. Sb,
when it is the only blocking element. Similarly,
+
since Do reduces to simple capacitive behavior asw O,
it must come last if it provides the only blocking.
When both Do and C occur, their order is not significant. Note that CPE or Doo response may be substituted
for DS in the above, but the overall response will
then still exhibit a kind of blocking behavior since
Re(Z*) will increase without limit as w -+ 0, eliminating any dc path through the circuit. Incidentally,
many of the sequences discussed above have been found
experimentally, even that of the rather complex Fig.
7b [32]. Of course such complex shapes are not predicted by the UDR. Some transient and frequencyresponse results for cases where generationrecombination of extrinsic charge carriers is important have also been presented [33] but the effects of
generation/recombination are often suble compared to
those of some of the other processes included in the
linearized theory [17].
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Fig. 8: Perspective 3-D Z* response of an N= 2
Voigt circuit. Two-dimensional projections shown
dashed.

SOME COMPLEX-LEAST-SQUARES FITTING RESULTS
In this section, results for three different types
of situations will be summarized: first, complex least
squares fitting with synthetic data generated from a
known circuit with known paramters; second, fitting of
experimental data obtained from a known circuit of
actual R's and C's only; and third, fitting of experimental data for a single crystal of PbF2.

Table I.

Weighting
Type

n

Complex least squares fitting results
for the data depicted in Figure 8

R

107C

RR

R

104CR

1.0177
100.28
1.00015
1000.04
The three-dimensional impedance-frequency plot with
+
0.34
7x104
± 0.0094
0.28
±
3
±
0
a
of
8
response
shows
in
Fig.
perspective presented
particular realization of the N = 2 circuit of Fig. Sc.
The actual "data" points used in the plotting are shown
0.9999
100.02
1.00011
999.78
in Fig. 8 connected by straight line segments. The
+ 0.0012
±
0.06
±
±
3
0.19
in
p
and
here
at
-1
taken
is
scale
the
log(f)
2xlo4
origin of
the succeeding 3-D plots, equivalent to f = 0.1 Hz, and
the highest frequency point plotted here is at 75 kHz.
0.998
99.83
1.0028
999.28
The origin values of the Z axes are zero here. Note
± 0.010
±
0.51
±
0.0017
±
1.69
2
p
between
separation
the
frequency
clearly
more
much
how
time constants shows up in the 3-D) as compared to the
ordinary 2-D Z" complex plane plot (the back projection
here). When color is also available, 3-D plots will be
even more useful. The data presented in Fig. 8 were
calculated with Roo = 103Q, Cg = 0.1 pF, RR = 100 Q, and
Complex least squares fitting was carried out both
CR = 100 pF. The points shown are equally spaced in
for unweighted (actually unity weighted) data (W = 0)
log frequency (frequency ratio 108) starting at f =
and with the assumption that the random errors in the
0.1 Hz. These parameter values yield a time constant
were proportional to the magnitudes of the data
the
data
of
size
in
the
difference
10:1
a
100
and
of
ratio
values (W _ P). As one might expect, the latter
two arcs. How well can one resolve data like this
generally gave better results. Table 1 shows some of
using nonlinear complex least squares fitting? To
the Z-fitting parameter estimates and their estimated
approximate experimental results, the exact calculated
uncertainties (standard deviations) for several situaRe(Z) and -Im(Z) data values were truncated to lengths
l
o
eut
,qiego
vnwt
tos
of n = 4, 3, and 2 total digits. The last of these
data.
tha
no
ette
o
give modfieddataresuts
10%parameter estimates are found for these
relative accuracy on the average.
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Table II.

n

Complex least squares fitting results
for a different N = 2 situation (see text)

105C g

PICO

RR

R

103C

1000.39

1.9989
± 0.0013

93.8

± 0.43

1.031
± 0.034

3

1005.7
±3 1.6
*

1.9828
*
-± 0.0050

4.38
*
-± 1.48

1.78
±- 0.40
*

3

1001.8
± 31.7
1.7

1.9959
± 0.0051
01.0051

1. 13
8.35
± 50.17
0. 17
18.73
1.73

1.975

1.22
1.91

4

± 0.44

-

1007.2

2

10.013
13.3±.0111

3.12
2.79

Next, a much morestringent least squares resolution
was attempted. Here the values of Re,,
0g1 RR, and CR
used to calculate exact "data" were 103Q, 20 hF, 10Q,
and 103pF. These values yield a time-constant ratio
of only 2 and a size ratio of 100:1. Table 2 shows a
few fitting results for this situation, all with W=P
weighting. The 32 data points used here began at
f = 0.1 Hz and extended to about 750 Hz with pniform

We
spacing in log frequency, frequency ratio l0N8.
see that reasonable results are obtained, even for RR
and CR with n = 4. In Table 2 all results are again
for fitting of Z data except the second n = 3 row, a
Y fit. These Y fitting results were obtained by
fitting of Y data generated by inverting the exact Z
data and then truncating to n = 3. They happen to
yield somewhat better estimates here, though this is
not by any means always found to be the case. For
n = 3, the truncated "data" are not really quite
accurate enough to yield a good estimate of RR although
the actual Y-fit estimate of RR is within less than
two of its standard deviations of the correct value.
Here when n = 2, the values of RR and CR obtained from
Z or Y fits are wholly uncertain. I believe that these
and similar results show that the resolution of complex
least squares fitting can be very high even for typical
1% data, provided that a sufficient frequency region
is covered. Note that the method may also be used to
resolve nearly overlapping Debye curves for complex
dielectric permittivity or K data.
The frequency response of the actual N = 3 ladder
network of Fig. 9 was measured by Dr. J. Schoonman of
the University of Utrecht using a Solartron type 1172
response analyzer (private communication). Here the
real values of Y had four decimal digits and the
imaginary parts had either three or four. Frequencies
were equally spaced in log(f) with a ratio of about
1. 58 and extended from 0.4 Hz to 04 Hz . Nominal
values of the lumped circuit elements used are shown
on the figure (top values), with resistances inQ and
capacitances in nF. Measured ZX vs f points are
plotted in 3-0 for both Z and F in Figs. 10 and 11
using different viewing directions for maximum clarity.

kQ,

and
Here the origin of the Re(Z) axis is at 2.5
in Fig. 11 the origin of the Re(Y) axis is at 120 ,S.

As usual, the origins of the imaginary axes are at zero.
We see very little separation in Figs. 10 and 11
between the sections of 2.75x10-5 and 2.llxlo-4 sec.
time constants even though their ratio is about 7.7.
Unity weighting proved to yield results with smaller
parameter standard deviations for these data than did
proportional weighting. Parameter estimates found
from Y fitting are those shown in parentheses in Fig. 9.

These results show good agreement with the nomninal
estimates
least squares
the accurate
It is appreciably
likely that more
values.
than the
are, in fact,
nominal values since the former represent the result
of many individual measurements. As a check, the
capacitor CR was measured at f = 120 to 103 Hz by
Schoonman (private communication) using a General
Radio type 1680 bridge, yielding values which ranged
from about 11.9 to 12.25 nF with some slight tendency
toward increasing values with increasing frequency.
The mean and standard deviation of nine measurements
was 12.09±0.15 nf, in close agreement with the fitting
result. Fitting to data in impedance rather than admittance form gave parameter estimates very close to
the above values but with appreciably larger parameter
standard deviations. There is no point in showing a
comparison between the original data and values predicted from the fit since relative errors
were generally in the range of 10-3 to 10-4.

12 nF

(12.07 ± 0.02)
I

103 nF

2295
2295

*

1

240

(24108±1.6)
240 ±*

2053

(2067

Q

+2.0)

Fig. 9: Test circuit invoZving Zumped eZements.
NominaZ values above, complex least squares
estimates and standard deviations in parentheses.

4
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Let us now consider some response data obtained by
on a-PbF2 with
platinum paint electrodes at 474 K. Both Re(Y) and
Im(Y) were given to four decimal places and 27 points
spanned the range from 0.2 Hz to 20 kHz. As usual,
frequency values were taken to be exact. The circuit
ff~<employed for fitting was that of Fig. 3 with
and ZD2 zero and Zz3 given by a CPE. Weighting ofZD1,
P-type was used and a Z fit gave excellent results.
Parameter estimates found were R = (2280+16), RR
1
~ ~~\I(1931±55), CR = (13.29±0.24), RA = (890+40), CA =
I ,\/'\
| (41.6±3.3), A = (2.196±0.008) x 10-5, and n = (0.4025±
, \0.0018).
__
The last two estimates refer to CPE param/
X \eters.
>,
The capacitance Cg was undeterminable from the
data. Here resistances are again in Q and capacitances
Re(Z) in nF. Note the desirably small values of parameter
uncertainty estimates even when seven parameters whose
/values

Log(f)

7/

?-/

were

initially

unknown are estimated here.

-Im (Z)

erZ
SCALES:
Z UNIT:KQ
6 K/
Log (f) UNIT: I

Fig. 12: Perspective 3-D Z* response of equivaZent
circuit data of J. Schoorman on S-PbF2 at 474 K.
Data points are indicated by solid circles and
SCALESUIT:
N 4 complex
oTIsS least squares fitting results by soZid
Y UNIT: 4O0t
Log (f) UNIT: I

The

data were also fitted with the same circuit except with
ZD3 = ZD(SC), and the overall standard deviation of fit
was found to be nearly eight times larger than that
obtained using the CPE.

Fig. 10: Perspective 3-D Z* response of the circuit
of Fig. 9.

WmY)

73

Cg,

r

SCALES. ~~--

liquids

Schoonman (private communication)

Ilm(Z)

Z UNIT: IKQ
K
Log(f) UNIT: I

and

triangles.

Fig. 11: Perspective 3-D Y response of the circuit
of Fig. 9.
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Actual complex least squares fitting results are
cp
tn Her
Actuain
3D 'le po
t square
rests
shwi the
he3D
o i.fi.
1.
th aren
oriina
data points are indicated by small solid circles (solid
3-D line) while points at the same frequencies calculated using the CPE-fit parameter estimates are desig-

nated by small solid triangles. Most of the original
and calculated points fall so close together that they
cannot be distinguished. Only at the lowest frequencies do some differences, whose relative sizes are two
percent or less, appear. The lines with short dashes
are associated with the original data and those with
longer dashes with the calculated points.

1.0

b_

W -'WM

\ 0 v6 =

0.0c1
°

O.S

\

\

\v

0.01

of them is of the t-n or Voglis response forms. Fig.
14 shows a comparison of charging and discharging
curves for the same situation and VA = 5. Nonlinearity
is indicated here by the difference between charging
and discharging curves.
Fig. 15 showsnormalized small-signal ac frequency
response [35], plotted in the complex Z" and Y planes,
for the same situation considered above with M = 10.
Here the system is biased by the static potential Va
which determines the space charge distribution in the
,interface regions and thus the frequency response.
Fig. 16 is similar except that it was calculated for
one blocking and one ohmic electrode and positive and
negative charges are taken to have the same mobility.

COm@

\\\ \ M-10
\
\
\
M-l

one sign is mobile. For equal mobilities instead, the
M =10
relative
the is,
curvedecay
is reversed
over that p.d.
here [34];ofthat
showndependence
slower
is
found with higher Va magnitudes. These decay curves
f
are only exponential in the long-time region. None

One sees quite different p.d.-shape dependence for
this situation where only a single interface region is
important. Further changes in the ratios of the
mobilities of the positive and negative charged species
lead to large changes in the curve shapes as well [35].

\

\
1.0

T/M

\
1.5

2.0

Fig. 13: Normalized current-time charging curves for
two different normaZized Lengths and severaZ step
potentials applied at t = 0. Blocking eZectrodes
present, charge of onZy one sign mobile.

NONLINEAR RESPONSE RESULTS
The electrical response of charge-containing materials
generally becomes nonlinear when a potential difference
of magnitude (kT/e) or greater appears across a blocking or partially blocking electrode-interface region.
Linearization is then invalid, and the full nonlinear,
coupled partial-differential charge transport equations
must be solved numerically with appropriate boundary
conditions to obtain time or frequency response. An
accurate computer simulation technique for the solution
of such equations has been developed, and the some
nonlinear-situation results have already been presented
[26,34,35]. Here a few of these results will be discussed.

\
0.1

-

Va 5
=

ml_
\\

\h

c hgi

0

m = OD

\.10

chorg ng

discharging
dshri

0-5

discharging

1.0

T/M

5.

Fig. 14: Normalized current-time charging and
discharging curves for two different Zengths,

demonstrating

nonlinear

Consider first the transient response of a simple
system made up of intrinsic material without recombination of free charge, fitted with completely blocking
electrodes. Let va Va/(kT/e), a normalized applied
p. d. Fig . 13 shows the normalized charging current vs
normalized tine obtained [34] for two different lengths
upon application at t = 0 of a step-function p.d. of
V<2 Here M a l/ILD, where 1 is, as usual, the electrode separation and LD is the bulk Debye length.
These results are for a situation where charge of only
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(a)
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10, OD,,VW.)R

0.

1.0

L-AAAMe

1.0

Re(YN

o

(b)

Fig. 15: ZVe and Y plane responses for a material
with two blocking electrodes as a function of
normalized static potential difference across the
electrodes3 V*~
Charge of only one sign mobile.
as
Normalized imipedance Zn Z/c,
n ZIR..

Fig. 17: Unbiased small-signal-response approximate
~~~~~equivalent circuits for material with two partially
bZocking electrodes; charge of only one sign mobile.
Effect of finite ion size in the compact Zayer
shown at right of center in (a).
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Thus far we have examined the frequency-response complex plane shapes for blocking situations which allow
no steady currents. Let us now consider systems with
tw partially bokn electrodes () or with one
ohmic and one partially blocking (partially polarizable)
electrode (B) with only positive charge mobile.
Further, let us take some account of the finite size of
positive charges, assumed to be ions, by including a
compact or Stern layer next to partially blocking electrodes. No specific adsorption at the electrodes is

Ias=

t
V,: 2.5=+s

E.0

0. 1, V..)

,

____,___,__,___oo_______,_
0.5
1.0
20
1.5
ReN(Z)

00

0.5

Re(YN)

I1.0

Fig. 16: ZV and Y plane responses for one blocking
and one ohmic electrode under static bias; charges

1.5

assumed, but charges must pass through the compact
layer in order for an electrode reaction to occur and
a steady current to flow. Even the linearized equations
lead to a very complicated exact solution for the impedance in the A case [18,19]. An approximate, but
still quite accurate, equivalent circuit following
from this solution is shown in Fig. 17a. Specific compact layer contributions appear at the right of center.
Luckily, it has been found [19] that this circuit reduces with quite high accuracy to the conventional
ladder circuit of Fig. 17b. Here C2 is made up of the
diffuse double layer space charge capacitance, CR,
in series with that of the inner compact layer. See
Fig. 5c for the small-signal complex plane shapes to
be expected for this circuit.
Now what happens under bias sufficiently large to
make the response nonlinear? Fig. 18 shows Case B
numerical-solution results for steady-state normalized
overpotent ia1- current rel1at ions when Butl1er -Volmer
boundary conditions are employed [26]. Here K< is a
normalized reaction rate constant; ct is the cogventional
symmetry factor of Butler-Volmer kinetics; and 6 is the
ratio of zero-bias diffuse layer capacitance to compact
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electrode and a depletion region simultaneously appears
at the other. The latter dominates the behavior of
the overall R2 of course. Notice that a current of

layer capacitance. It thus depends on the bulk charge
concentration. There is no compact layer present
(Chang-Jaffe boundary conditions) when 6 = 0. The
overpotential is defined here as the difference between
the total potential and the ohmic potential drop in
the material; it is thus the p.d. across the interphase
region at the partially blocking electrode. The nonlinearity in these current-voltage curves is clear.
Notice also how the curves change as 6 increases and
compact-layer effects become more important. The
larger the current and overpotential, the more difference there will be between the results of Chang-Jaffe
and Butler-Volmer kinetics.

Is

= 0.02 is necessary to double R2 over its unbiased
value in the A case while only a change of IIS,j = 0.01
is necessary for the case B situation. These results
show that when the current is non-zero it would be
quite incorrect to derive a reaction rate constant
from a value of R2 using the usual zero-bias relation
between the two [18,19], which becomes for case B,
kp KpDp/LD = (kT/e)/(ecoR2), where kp is not normalized and co is the equilibrium bulk concentration of
the positive charge.
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Small-signal 2" plane response under static
bliZas for the situation of Fig. 18 with K\= 0.01.
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Fig. 19:
respe

I paraeter is the
current.

.The

Fig. 18: Steady-state (normalized) overpotentialcurrent relations; one partially blocking electrode
with Butler-Volmer kinetics and one ohmic electrode;
charge of only one singn mobile. Here 6 is the
ratio of zero-bias diffuse layer capacitance
ato
compact layer capaciztance.
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Finally, Pigs. 19 and 20 present some Kp=0.01 conplex Z*-piane results for M=20/Case B and M1=100/Case A
situations, respectively. To quite good approximation,
these shapes are also well fitted [26] by the circuit
of Fig. 17b. Although nonlinearity does not appreciably affect the structure of the circuit here (its
connectivity and type of elements), one does find that
C2 and R2 are current and overpotential-dependent. As

~=00

0.5

IS0
0.0.

0.5

1.0

1.5
R(N

R(N

Fig. 19 indicates, Po increases asq the half-cell
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F I N ITE S I ZE EFFECTS
Thus far we have considered one aspect of the finite
size of charge carriers in defect or ionically conducting materials, namely the finite thickness of the
inner compact layer. But occasions can often arise
where finite size enters in another way, leading to a
limitation on the maximum two- or three-dimensional
concentrations possible in a given region. One expects
that such a limitation will be important in systems
with very high concentrations or even in those whose
equilibrium bulk concentrations are low but where
accumulation-type diffuse space charge regions form.
In contrast, the conventional Gouy-Chapman theory of
the diffuse double layer [36,37] employs an independentparticle ideal gas model (IGM) for the charges, all
taken infinitesimally small.

In an effort to overcome some of the limitations of
the IGM, which can lead to arbitrarily large charge
concentrations, we have begun to explore some of the
predictions of various lattice gas models (LGM) [38,
39]. In such models one assumes that the charges must
reside on one (liquid model) or two (solid model)
lattices of site concentration N. Then charge concentration of a given sign can never exceed N, a quantity
entirely geometrically determined. Here for simplicity
we have considered that the charge carriers of opposite
sign are sufficiently close to the same diameter that a
site can be occupied by either in the liquid model or
that there are N sites for positive and N for negative
charges in the solid model. The latter is particularly
appropriate for single crystals; the version discussed
here is applicable for Schottky-defect materials, while
somewhat more complexity arises for Frenkel-defect ones
[39]. The LGM may involve either two- or threedimensional lattices. Here I shall initially apply the
three-dimensional version to the entire material of a
solid or liquid; except for situations with very high
bulk concentration, finite size will only be of
importance in an accumulation-type diffuse double
layer, within two or three Debye lengths of the surface
of an electrode, the interphase region. Even though a
lattice model is somewhat of an artifice in the liquid
into
to take
finite chrgecarrer
empoyeto
akefinie
izento
case, case
charge carrier size
employed
account, and more complicated approaches such as the
use of the hypernetted chain approximation may be
appropriate, the LGM reduces to the IGM in low concentration regions as it should; and, as concentration
gets very high, an actual lattice structure should
start to form even in a liquid. Thus the LGM is at
least a reasonable second approximation for a liquid
with free charge.
In high-concentration situations one must employ the
following form of the Nernst-Planck flux equations [40]:
i+1 i+1
d~~~~~~p
ci~~a.+
i
I. = (-1)Je[(-1)
(6)
dxt' + D.(c./a.)
X~
-i<i2. di-] '

where the ci's are concentrations, the ai's are the
corresponding activities, and pi and Di are mobilities
and diffusion coefficients of the ith species, assumed
concentration independent here. I have taken i=1 for
negative species (i. e., c1 =n) and i = 2 for positive
ones . Let the common equilibrium bulk value of c1
and c2 be Ce<. Here x is the distance in the material
measured say from its beginning at the left end. The
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quantity W is the inner potential (taken with reference to zero in the undisturbed bulk), and it is convenient to introduce the normalized potential
P a

i/(kT/e).

In a completely blocking situation (Ii = 0) Eq
(6) yields quite generally ai = aoiexp[(-1)i+¾j. In
the IGM, ai = ci and aoi = co, giving the usual
Boltzmann potential distribution for the concentrations. Free energy minimization in a completely
blocking LGM equilibrium situation leads to [38,39]
expressions for ai in terms of ci and ci vs f. For
the LGM, ci is not Boltzmann distributed since its
maximum cannot exceed N. Let us define 6
co/N, a
fractional occupancy measure. Then for the solid LGM
one finds ai = ci/[1 - (ci/N)]; thus aio = co/(l - 6).
Results of this kind are slightly more complicated for
the liquid LGM.
Now for a partly blocking, direct-current-carrying
situation one may invoke non-equilibrium thermodynamics
to justify the use of the ai's found for thermal
equilibrium in equations such as (6) with 1i = 0,
provided the departures from equilibrium are not extreme. Thus, one can solve LGM equations for currentvoltage, transient, and frequency-response results
even under partially blocking nonlinear conditions,
and, with the use of Butler-Volmer boundary conditions,
obtain numerical results more realistic than those
presented in Figs. 18-20. Such work remains to be
done. Here it is worthwhile to contrast IGM and LGM
predictions for completely blocking situations.

Consider the normalized charge density
n p/(eN).
at some position x, taking
leads to [39,41]

pth

,

p*[=p*{q(x)}]
The LGM

-26(1-x6)sinh(cp)
4

1 + 46(1-x6)sinh2(4/2)
where X - 0 for the liquid LGM and 1 for the Schottkysign are mobile. There will be little differencee
between the two models
unless 6 > 0.01. When 6
0,
so thatu = -20.snh.)Whe
-2tsinhe
-+
p*
, so that p = -(2eco)sinh(t) the
usual IGM Gouy-Chapman result. But when
-, (7)
leads to tp*I = 1, a limited charge density. Some
=
1,
ledicto of
plimted
in Fig.
Sor
predictions of Eq. (7) are plotted in Fig. 21 for
X = 0 and several 6 values. The dashed lines are
limiting IGM results. Clearly, the saturation region
iS reached for the LGM at larger
values the smaller
6. To a good approximation the curve shapes are the
same for 6 > 0.1, and thus P*(02)
P*(qW) if p2 - Pi

-26sinh(f)

4+

ln(6 1/62).

Now inclusion of nearest-neighbor electrostatic
interactions in the free energy for the liquid LGM
leads to the replacement of p in (7) by
p*),
where a is an interaction constant [41]. ( Of+ course,
the modified Eq. (7) must then be solved self
consistently for p*, given f. This modification is
more or less of the form Frumkin suggested heuristically long ago [42] for two-dimensional adsorption
isotherms of the Langmuir form. It can arise from
other sources as well as that mentioned above. When
a > 0, the approach of p'X to its saturated value as
|L¢I increases is slower than that for a~= 0. But in
both cases a finite and not very large + can lead to
an extremely close approach to saturation, as shown
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and £
Ed/(kT/eLD). Here LD is the bulk Debye
§length and thus involves co, If ad is the total charge
per unit area in the diffuse layer, then
=

.O -=0 5
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involves EB, the bulk dielectric permittivity. These

LIQUID LGM

/

g

/

=0

/£ - /
Qd, where on - 2ecoLD. Finally, the
normalized differential capacitance of the diffuse
layer is just CDON CDO/Cd -dQd/dd. Here Cd
is the IGM differential capacitance per unit
6
/ £B/4nLD
area of the diffuse layer in the fd - 0 limit. It

I
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Fig. 21: The negative of the locaZ nori7aZized charge
density ps in the diffuse layer vs the normaZized
locaZ average potentiaZ f showing the saturable
character of the Lattice gas model. Here 6 - c /IN
0
is a fractionaZ occupancy factor.

a-=0, to
(1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-X6)sinhl~d
(=+Rd)

relations lead, for

When 6

-*

d1

(10)

0, Eq. (10) yields CDON = cosh(4d/2), the

Gouy-Chapman result.

1.2

8io-3

LIQUID LGM

tonh
sinh

a=0
0.8

in Fig. 21 for a = 0. If we write p* E tanh(z), indicating its saturable character, then the variable

4fl.

Izt

will grow monotonically with
But it is
physically unrealistic to expect that at finite
temperature a lattice could become essen-tially entirely
filled with charges of a single sign either for solids
or liquids. Therefore, it seems reasonable to consider a simple heuristic change in the feedback term
ap* atanh(z) to make the approach to saturation
more drawn out. The one we shall use, one of the
simplest possible, replaces the above with ap */

/
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-_
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0.2
20

0

40
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80

100

=

[1 _ (p*)2]0-5 = asinh(z). Fig. 22 shows results for
6 = 10-, several values of a, and both the tanh(z)
and sinh(z) modifications. Indeed, the sinh(z) term
does not alter the tanh(z) results much for small 6
but does lead to a more satisfactory asymptotic
approach to saturation. The sinh modification will
probably be especially appropriate for solids, where
the value of the normalized p.d. across the diffuse
double layer fd can be appreciable. In unadsorbed
aqueous electrolytes, probably only rarely will 4w
fd
reach values where the distinction between the tanh
and sinh modification terms will need to be made.

When a = 0, it turns out that the Poisson equation
incorporating the p* of Eq. (7) can be int,egrated [39]
for the situation of a completely blocking electrode
at x = O, normalized potential fd, and an ohmic electrode at0 x = m potentialO. One finds for the normal-

ized field at x =pO

d

[sgn(4d)] [6dln(1 +

Fig. 22:

(8)

dependence

with vdfor 6 = 10-3
becomes very large, Qd

The effect of inand larger portion of
the response proportional to VI dIm where m > 1 and
it approaches 1 for large a. More details show up in

the CDON curves. Fig. 24 shows such results for
various 6's and a = 0. These curves were calculated
for a Frenkel situation [39] and are thus asymmetric
abouti d0. Results for the symmetric Schottky and

LGM

situations are obtained, to very high
0 curves in the

accuracy, by reflecting the 4w >
wd = 0 plane.

where
Rd - 46 (1 - x6) sinh2 (¢</2),

on f for three

of

Fig. 23 shows how
an sevra a
-Qd varies
and several a values. A
becomes proportional to VIIfdJ.
creasing a is to make a larger

liquid

Rdd]0,

The

-p*
situations: a = 0, no modification in the Zocal
charge-potentiaZ relationship; a > O, tanh and
sinh modifications--see text.

(9)
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Most experiments will involve variation in c0 rather
Since Cd, used in normalizing CDON, depends
on co, it is of more interest to consider the variaof CDO, the unnormalized diffuse double layer
~tion
differential capacitance, vs 6 and 4d (or ',) taking
N as fixed. Such results for the liquid LGM are presented in Fig. 25 for parameter choices listed thereon.
It is particularly interesting that the maximum values
of CDO
150lF/cm2, are essentially independent of 6
for 6 > 0.01. A IGM curvefor 6 = 10-5 is also shown
for comparison. Clearly, the peaks in CDO are associated with the finite size of the charge carriers,
directly related to the value of N chosen. Since Cd
will vary as 9N for fixed 6, the larger N, the larger
the maximum value of CDO. Thus, if measurements of
CjCDO can be extended to sufficiently high fd that the
maximum of CDO is defined, the experimental value of
N may be readily determined. The same virtual 6 independence of the peak value of CDO when 6 < 0.01 is
found when a / 0 for either the tanh or sinh modifications.

than N.

Fig. 26 shows a few C rN vs fd results for fixed 6
and several a values. Increasing a decreases the
peak CDON and causes it to occur at higher 4d. The
final decrease of CDON is proportional to I4dL-0'5, as
in Schottky junction depletion layers. The decrease
arises from a quite different cause here; however, the
near filling to saturation with charge of a single
sign in a electrode,
region of afinite
to the
blocking
nearlythickness
saturatednext
accumulation

region.

potentiaZ modifications.
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Fig. 24: The normalized differential capacitance of
the diffuse layer, CDON, Vs the normalized p.d.
across it, M,d for various 6 values for a Frenkeldefect situation.
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8 = i0o3

When some of the charge carriers can take positions
on specific sites on the electrode or at the surface

of the material, they can be considered to be specifically adsorbed there. Then the diffuse layer begins
/
\
to the right of these charges, and the inner layer,
/
\
no longer charge-free, can be divided into two parts,
_
/
a*O
_leading to two essentially potential-independent
,jo
capacitances which we shall designate as Cf and C
When the adsorption isotherm for surface-adsorbed
CDON
charges depends only on the local average potential
- jN50
at the centroids of these charges, 4., it has been shown
[39] that the overall capacitance of the system CD is
_01
S/
given oby the circuit of Fig. 27, involving four
-,_1--separate capacitive elements. Two of these elements
are potential-dependent. The resulting dependence of
the overall capacitance on the applied potential difference, Pm at the electrode and zero at x = , has
been investigated [39] in some detail for a Frenkel
case corresponding to single crystal AgCl.
A final
10
100 figure, Fig. 28, is presented here to show some of
the complexity which can arise in such a situation.
Here 6 is about 1O J, ax = 0, and rs is the number of
kink sites on the surface of the crystal at which Ag+
ions may be "adsorbed." The structure of interest
Fig. 26: The dependence of CDON on fd for 6 = 10-3
occurs in the region -1.5 < Wm < 1.5 V, with 1.5 V
and various charge-potential modifications.
equivalent here to a 4m of about 35. Note that the
peak capacitance, arising primarily from adsorption,
is displaced to the right from the Pm = 0 point. Such
displacement, associated with a constant term in the
adsorption isotherm, arises because of the difference
in free energies of formation of Ag+ interstitials and
vacancies in AgCl.

10
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T= 500K

CCr
1512C F/cm2
C~~~~~~~~~1 = 8.7

Circuit showing the makeup of the total

blocking-electrode differential capacitance, CDI of
a situation including surface adsorption at a

finite

nwnber of surface sites, and with the finite size of
ions taken into account in both the compact layer
and the diffuse space charge region.

For charge carriers of finite size it is impossible

directly because the charge centroids of the charged

entities nearest the electrode will be separated from
the mechanical surface of the electrode by about a
radius of the charge carriers. Further, the effective
electrical equipotential plane of the electrode will
be of the order of 50 pm behind the mechanical surface
because of field penetration effects. For an effec-

tive dielectric constant 3 of this inner compact layer,
and a thickness of 15 pm, the capacitance which will
therefore be in series with CDO will be about 18
1 F/cn , limiting the overal l measurable capacitance

4XI0

-CA 'xS 92.96 (MOjIO4)

ELF/cm2

E 8

113
n

o6-

1012

4

to measure the diffuse layer capacitance, CDO,
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Fig. 28: The dependence of the totaZ CD of the
specific adsorption situation of Fig. 26 on the
p.d., 'm, between the bZocking electrode and an
ohmi electrode at infinity. Here
is the
suwrface density of awailable adsorpt-zon sites.

CD to a maximum of this value, assuming complete
blocking at the electrode.
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This review is not meant to give the impression
that bulk and interphase charge motion effects are
fully understood. Some understanding has indeed been
gained, especially for the simplest cases, but much
remains to be done. For example, a more detailed
treatment of charge interactions, including neutral
pair effects, is needed to provide an improvement
over the Frumkin-like correction discussed above.
Such micropotential calculations are needed both for
charges in the diffuse layer and for specifically
adsorbed charge. Much more work should be done on
nonlinear response, with and without a static current
present. Even the presence of built-in (Frenkel)
diffuse space charge layers in interphase regions, a
common occurrence, can lead to such nonlinearity. I
hope, however, that this paper has provided the reader
with a feeling for the scope and interest of the
general area discussed.
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